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While earthworms can be as easy as lifting a garden rock or overturning soil with a spade,
worms can change the soil structure and eat plants, leaving barren patches in gardens, lawns,
and forests. Invasive jumping worms are one such invader to Ohio’s natural areas.

Easily transported by the movement of people, soil, and plants, jumping worms can infest and
destroy a garden or yard within a single season. These earthworms are distinct from their
(naturalized) European counterparts by their smooth milky-white clitellum, a band around their
body near the head, and thrashing movement. This movement of wiggling and jumping has
given them many other names: Alabama jumpers, crazy worms, Asian jumping worms, Jersey
Jumpers, and more.

Jumping worms endanger forested areas and gardens by voraciously consuming dead and
living plant matter. Gardens with these worms report dead plants or reduced fruit and flowers
and soil that has changed in texture to grainy and unsuitable for growth. Infested forests with
them have a reduced litter layer, which can kill off tree saplings and brush.

One cocoon or individual can lead to an infestation as they can reproduce parthenogenically, a
type of cloning, so preventing them is easier than killing them after the fact. To avoid the spread,
people should not trade compost that has not been heated to kill worm eggs, plants with soil
attached to their roots, soil itself, and uncleaned gardening equipment. Use a boot brush to wipe
away soil and any egg casings in areas with a known infestation.

To search for earthworms, flipping rocks or turning the soil with a spade, called ‘hand-sorting’ is
a typical go-to. Another method is using mustard juice (2 tablespoons of mustard powder mixed
with 2 liters of water) slowly poured onto a small patch. Irritated by the mustard, the worms will
wiggle to the surface for easy capture. When jumping worms are found, the best answer is to
place them in a plastic bag in the sun for roughly 10 minutes to kill them, then throw the bag
away. Large-scale eradication takes a lot of heat or chemical means but kills many other
organisms.

Jumping worms are a significant threat to gardens and green spaces. Especially with the cost of
food increasing, some of these gardens may be a lifeline for people to eat fresh produce still.
These invasive worms could be detrimental to that end, and the pocketbooks of cities as freshly
planted public spaces may also be affected, leading to costly agricultural damages.


